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The direction of supply chain transformation is shifting. Over the last decade, the focus has been procurement, supplier collaboration 
and inbound/outbound logistics. Now, enterprises are seeing an opportunity to transform the transportation management universe. The 
idea is to extend their enterprise beyond its physical walls to monitor and control what is in transit. This has become important, not just 
to enterprise customers but also to carriers, shippers, and business partners – every one of them now demands greater visibility into and 
real-time updates on this whole process. Not surprising then that the market for Transportation Management Systems (TMS) is growing at a 
healthy clip – valued at $10.45 billion in 2022; it is expected to grow at a CAGR of 14.8% up to 2030 . 

At the core of this change is the adoption of cloud and mobile platforms within the supply chain, open interfaces in shipping APIs, and the 
increasing use of new tech like AI and machine learning. These technologies are beginning to change how people think about transportation.
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What is driving the change?
Older systems have not been able to keep up with the extended 
enterprise. There are still cases of automobile assembly chains 
holding stock worth millions, waiting for a very low value 
part to come from, say, China. Other problems pertaining to 
overstock, markdown, stockouts and poor fill rates stemming 
from poor synchronization between demand management, order 
management, transportation and warehouse management. These 
systems also haven’t been able to solve critical business problems, 
such as consolidation of deliveries across multiple facilities; this is 
a particularly trying issue for companies that have grown through 
acquiring factories rather than organically. 

The answer to these challenges may lie in a more collaborative 
supply chain network executed through a TMS where data is 
synchronized. For example, when factory shipment is being 
planned, logistics teams have a clear idea of the size and 
loads supported by delivery trucks coming their way. More 
importantly, in the new design, all players in the supply process 
are synchronized around a single view of demand. New TMS are 
also engineered for greater automation, which can be particularly 
helpful in contingency planning/contingent rescheduling.

Today’s enterprise plays globally, where both manufacturing as 
well as distribution are spread across multiple countries. Here, the 
challenges are not just about getting deliveries to customers but 
also moving manufacturing inputs from one location to another 
through road, rail and ocean. Transport arrangements also tend to 
vary from country to country, with third- and fourth-party logistics 
players part of the mosaic.

Older TMS rely on delivery milestones transmitted back from 
logistics partners. A lot of data goes back and forth, creating 
headroom for discrepancies and latency. A real-time TMS based 
on collaboration shared by the enterprise, including its multiple 
factories and departments, with logistics partners across 
geographies will resolve these issues as there will then be visibility 
on each delivery all the time. Delays could get flagged through 
alerts, allowing enterprises to focus on exception management 
rather than a continuous data chase. At the second level, 
suggestion-based automation could provide decision support to 
troubleshoot an issue. 

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/
transportation-management-systems-market
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How the new design delivers 
The importance of an integrated TMS: Legacy implementations 
can lead to a mosaic of systems for enterprises, especially if they 
work in multiple geographies. This quilt will include 3PL/4PL 
partners in different countries or continents or individual carriers 
operating through country-specific TMS or manually through 
spreadsheets/email or limited customized software. In addition to 
efficiency implications, this has cost issues as it leads to multiple 
contracts for licensing and support. Particularly in countries where 
a 4PL is not used, an integrated TMS is essential for freight audit 
and cost calculations. 

Lower costs:  With integrated TMS software, businesses can easily 
compare carrier rates to find the best option. It also automates 
the booking process, replacing time-consuming phone calls 
with efficient digital booking. By streamlining and automating 
processes, the software brings greater efficiency and fewer costly 
errors.

Visibility & Transparency: With the real-time track and trace 
capability of an integrated TMS, companies can track the 

movement of goods, whether shipped by land, sea, or air and 

post-operational data on a dashboard. Manual communication 

with carriers about charges via emails can be time-consuming, 

stressful, and, importantly, leads to loss of information. This format 

also introduces person dependency. With an integrated TMS, a 

shipper, as well as a carrier, can see the charges in the system – 

these can then be approved, rejected or disputed.

Business prioritization: With deliveries getting more streamlined 

under an integrated TMS, enterprises can do order-based rather 

than delivery-based planning.

Customer Satisfaction: Integrated TMS software provides real-time 

visibility vital to identifying and fixing issues that might result 

in delays, customer frustration, and loss of customer loyalty. The 

system can drive up customer satisfaction scorecards by making 

tracking delivery progress easy and simplifying the billing and 

payment process.
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Where is digital logistics management headed?
As with many other solutions, AI is changing how functionality is delivered and experienced. AI can handle time-consuming, routine tasks 
throughout the process and have significant time and cost benefits.  It smoothens supply chain flows by ensuring there are fewer gaps in 
documentation. It also handles the numerically demanding problem of scheduling and rescheduling deliveries to fulfill on-time mandates. 

In warehouse management, AI can help enterprises with slotting – not only in identifying goods but also in terms of how and where to store 
them. Conversational AI could also be a game changer in how businesses use reporting functionality – for example, users could query: ‘Show 
me who made changes to order XYZ’ to retrieve information painlessly without having to sift through a raft of reports or having to know 
BASIS to read log files. This functionality could also be extended to consumers. 

Another game-changer will be machine learning and its ability to extract insights and predictions from massive data sets. This could be key 
for decision support to guide carrier selection/transport mode choices as well as manage all-important trade-offs between cost savings and 
on-time delivery.

Since transport networks are heavily implicated in the climate change crisis, future functionality will likely support reporting for CO2 
emissions and other ESG goals.
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What SAP brings to the table 
Networking between stakeholders upstream and downstream is at the core of SAP’s solution for building an intelligent logistics enterprise. 
This is reflected in the collaboration layer, an overlay of logistics process execution. SAP’s TM and BN4L solutions are architected around 
information delivery to and from stakeholders – which could include carriers and inter-enterprise networks - so that enterprises can react 
intelligently to disruptions that range from supplier shortages and geopolitical conflicts to strikes and business shutdowns.
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A key aspect of SAP’s Integrated Transportation Management solution is the modularity of execution. Enterprises can begin by deploying 
specific solution components – be it Freight Collaboration or Global Track and Trace – that address their greatest pain points. These can also 
work with third-party components – as SAP has integrated all of these processes out of the box, enterprises can essentially plug and play 
to integrate their order-to-cash or procure-to-pay processes. This approach allows SAP customers to commence solution adoption at their 
greatest pain point and then scale up to adopt further SAP solutions. 

This solution can be extended through the SAP Business Network for Logistics, which is SAP’s new collaborative cloud network that connects 
shippers, their logistics providers and other third parties, including customers and suppliers. This SaaS solution offers components for 
freight collaboration, global tracking and tracing to monitor order fulfillment/track goods in transit, and add-ons like Intelligent Insights, a 
customizable data visualization and reporting platform that presents real-time insights on supply chain execution.

Hard Benefits

SAP’s Integrated TM solution with BN4L can deliver hard benefits through reduced logistics costs, better utilization and improved logistics 
performance. SAP customers are reporting:

 • 1-5% reduction in transportation spend

 • 5-50% reduction in order fulfillment time

 • 1-5% reduction in warehouse management cost 

 • Up to a 20% drop in customer churn due to reliable delivery and transparent communication

 • Improved inventory visibility is driving a 1-15% drop in inventory days

 • Upto a 25% drop in inventory carrying costs 
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